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1. Topicality of the problem
The selection of the theme of the dissertation submitted for review on the

influence of marketing on the development of agriculture poses one of the most

topical questions with a high degree of topicality of a dissertation research -

specifics of agricultural production and specifics of the demand and supply of

agricultural products. Examining them on the one hand in the context of agricultural

policy and economic integration, and on the other - in relation to the marketing

concept and the marketing mix in agriculture, allows a comprehensive analysis of

the characteristics of holistic marketing in agriculture and its importance, with a

special focus on digital marketing and socially responsible marketing. The focus on

agricultural holdings in the Republic of Kosovo adds another value to the research

and its relevance. I take the presented research on the impact of marketing on

small farms in Kosovo as original and as a basis for more in-depth research in the

future.
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2. Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods

The research presented in the dissertation has the following goal: to analyze

and evaluate the role of marketing for the successful development of agriculture as

a branch, part of thd national economy of the Republic of Kosovo'

To achieve this goal, the following scientific tasks were solved: 1) the specifics

of the agricultural sector and the agrarian policy for its successful development

were clarified; 2) the essence of the marketing concept as a basic approach to

agricultural management was clarified; 3) an analysis of the agricultural sector of

the Republic of Kosovo was made; 4) recommendations are formulated to improve

marketing as an approach to agricultural management.

The applied scientific methods are adequate to the set goal and tasks of the

dissertation research.

The main thesis of the dissertation was successfully defended, that marketing

is a reliable tool for the overall management of any organization, incl. in the

agriculture sector.

3. Visualization and presentation of the obtained results

The dissertation submitted for review is 120 pages long. lts structure includes

an introduction, four chapters, a conclusion and a list of the used literary sources

(71 in number). The results are presented in 12 tables and 23 figures'

4. Discussion of results and references

ln the dissertation, the conducted research is presented in a logical sequence.

The analysis of the main characteristic features of the agrarian sector

presents the specifics of agricultural production and agrarian policy, clarifies basic

concepts and enriches their understanding.

Examining the evolution of marketing as a management approach and

bringing out its role for the successful development of the agricultural holdings

allows the application of a new approach in the application of the marketing

concept in agribusiness as a tool for the overall management of the agricultural

holdings.

The presentation of the main characteristics of agriculture in the Republic of

Kosovo and the main trends in its development is the basis for conducting original

empirical research among farmers in Kosovo, as a result of which

recommendations are formulated for improving the marketing of farmers'

The research was conducted on a sample of 58 family farms with ten main

objectives: 1) Assessment of the level of awareness and use of marketing

strategies among family farms; 2) Determining the extent to which family farms use
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quality certificates and labels for their agricultural products; 3) Survey of the

frequency of organizing product tastings as a promotional tool among family farms;

4) Investigating the regular updating of websites and social media profiles by family

farms; 5) Survey of participation of family farms in educational events and seminars

on marketing strategies; 6) Evaluation of the use of brochures, leaflets or catalogs

for the promotion of products from family farms; 7) Assessment of the presence of

a defined marketing strategy among family farms for their agricultural products;

8) lnvestigating the involvement of marketing specialists or agencies in the

promotion of family farm products; 9) Assessment of regular communication with

consumers via social media or email from family farms; 10) Exploring cooperation

between family farms and distributors or retailers for better distribution of the

product.

As a result of the study, data were collected and analyzed and conclusions

were drawn about the role of agricultural marketing in family farms in Kosovo and

areas for improvement and further development of marketing strategies and

practices were identified.

The used Iiterary sources are in accordance with the set topic.

5. Contributions of the PhD thesis
! accept the contributions formulated in the abstract as authentic and personal

work of the author, allowing myself to reformulate them and supplement as follows:

Scientific contri butions
1. Presentation of the specifics of agricultural production and the demand and

supply of agricultural production in the context of agricultural policy, applied

measures and the role of economic integration

2. Conceptual enrichment of the theory of the marketing concept in

agribusiness with a focus on digital and socially responsible marketing and bringing

out the importance of holistic marketing for the development of agriculture.

Scientific and applied contributions
3. Analysis of the state of agriculture in the Republic of Kosovo in the context

of the current agrarian policy and highlighting marketing as a decisive factor for the

development of agriculture.

4. Carrying out an upto-date empirical study and analysis of marketing

activities in the agricultural holdings of the Republic of Kosovo. ,,

5. Formulation of recommendations for the improvement of marketing

activities in the agricultural holdings of the Republic of Kosovo.
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6. $ritiral remarks and questions

My main rscommendations to the author of the dissertation work f*r the future

work are in three directions: 1) publicailon of the results oi the dissertation workl

2)updatingthedataandsoul.cesused;3)payrngattentiontosomedetallsrelated
to the technical laYoltt'

7. Prrhlished articles and citations

The presented iist of pr"lblicaticns covers the seientometric indicators for the

acquisition of the PhD degree'

Thepresentedabgtractref}ectsthestructureandtheconientofthe
dissertation,

coNf;tl.}stsN:
Based on the different res*arch methode learned and applled by the dcctoral

student, the correctly perfornred experinrenis' the summaries and conclusions

made , r beiieve that the pre*ented diseertation meets the requirements of Law far

development of the academic staff in the Republic o{ Bulgaria and the Ruies of the

Agricultural Ljniversity for ils application, which gives ms rea$on to evaluate it

po$lTlvELY.

r take the liber-ty of prop*sirrg to the esteenred scientific Jury that it arso vote in favor

andawardATDHE$HYQIRIKABASHItheeducatianatandscientificdegree
,,ooetor,,in the sctentific specialty "organizaiion and Management of Froduction

{Agricr.rlture and Sub-sectors)"'
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